
Regional Director, Heartland

Background:

Cureate exists to shift the dollar back into our local communities by building an empowered supply
to meet a changing consumer demand. We are a small, woman-owned firm based in Washington,
D.C. with active accounts in the Mid-Atlantic and the Heartland. We celebrate the
multi-hyphenate person, as we are looking for individuals who are born connectors, who wear
many hats, and who value their time by building a life path that feels holistic and purpose-driven.

Summary:

The Regional Director (RD) is responsible for the oversight, management, and growth of a

designated Cureate territory. This position is responsible for the Heartland region, based in
Northwest Arkansas (NWA). This territory includes the state of Arkansas and surrounding
counties into Missouri and Oklahoma with the potential to increase territory radius to Tulsa and
Kansas City. A person who will excel in this role is a born connector — a connector of relationships
and seeing opportunities where others see gaps or challenges; a connector of communities and of
diverse populations ranging in geography, age, race, and type of business; and a connector and
access point to new market opportunities. You are someone who is passionate about truly
effectuating change in our food supply system on a local and regional level, and are looking for a
position with true partnership, collaboration, and growth potential for your own career. The
success of this role includes:

● Providing leadership and vision to successfully manage and deploy key initiatives in line

with organizational goals and objectives.
● Strategic, thoughtful communication and responsiveness to all stakeholder relationships.
● Creativity and curiosity to build new programs, new initiatives to overall enhance

Cureate’s sales and thought leadership in the region.
● Entrepreneurial thinking and problem solving to figure out solutions in-real-time that are

in alignment with Cureate’s core values and standard operating procedures, including
comfort in working with a remote team, often independently.

● Experience working across organizational boundaries and collaborating with a variety of
local food systems stakeholders (state agencies, nonprofits, government agencies, food
hubs, institutions, farmers markets, universities) to increase support for, demand for, and
supply of local and regional food.

● Ability to walk into a space (in-person, virtual) and present Cureate's products and service

offerings to a room full of farmers and/or a room of corporate board members for large
anchor institutions.



Responsibilities Include:

● Cureate Connect - You are the Local Purchasing Representative for our Buyer

Accounts
○ contact new and existing customers to meet and exceed sales objectives;
○ strive to improve customer satisfaction through excellent customer service;
○ place orders on a weekly basis with buyers and vendors;
○ confirm orders are delivered and received on a weekly basis with buyers and

vendors;
○ work quickly to address and resolve customer issues within 24 hours;
○ keep a high level of knowledge about existing products and services, and learn

about new products and services;
○ seek out new vendors and buyers to maintain up-to-date information and

knowledge about the territory and its marketplace;
○ analyze market trends and data for new programs and products;
○ anticipate the needs of clients and address them accordingly;
○ create strategies and work with clients to boost their brand;
○ help promote and maintain a positive company image;
○ meet with buyers to determine their specific needs and wants, making suggestions

as appropriate on a bimonthly basis (in-person, and virtual);
○ collaborate with buyers and merchandisers to expand product categories;
○ build strategic partnerships with communications, marketing teams to increase

sales opportunities at each buyer account for vendors and Cureate at-large;

○ attend networking events to attract and maintain relationships with both vendors

and buyers.

● Cureate Courses - You are the Facilitator of F&B Entrepreneurship Programming
○ lead and facilitate sessions to ensure that the programmatic implementation aligns

with the organizational mission and vision;
○ drive participant learning and implement the centrally developed curriculum;
○ ensure high quality experiences for participants;
○ receive and implement feedback and coaching;
○ adhere to Cureate Courses standard operating procedures and internal

communication guidelines;
○ evaluate business models for concept and feasibility;
○ host one-on-one counseling sessions and/or provide written feedback for pitch

dress rehearsals or other activities where students are forward-facing to potential
access of capital or new sales opportunities;

○ organize and execute of end-of-program events such as pitch competitions and/or
vendor fairs;

○ collect, track, and enter data in the organization’s database in a timely fashion;



○ develop and maintain professional correspondence with members, prospects, and
internal and external partners;

○ maintain knowledge about all applicable policies and procedures in the food
industry;

○ provide Cureate team with recommendations for programmatic adjustment;

○ represent at economic development meetings and other relevant entrepreneurial

events.

● Cureate Consult - You are Strategic Counsel to our Clients
○ provide strategic counsel as-needed on client projects;
○ work with vendor network through Cureate Pro (1:1 coaching/consulting services)

to provide ongoing technical assistance;
○ work with territory partners to develop a funnel of technical assistance and

support to entrepreneurs in partner organization networks.

Requirements:

● Experience in the food and beverage and/or hospitality industry

● Intuitive to customers needs
● Strong attention to organization and detail
● Self-motivated, positive team player
● Strong communication and interpersonal skills and the ability to build and maintain

relationships
● A background in customer service or sales is a plus
● Must understand customer relationship management (CRM); knowledge of Monday.com &

Notion is a plus
● Proficiency in Google Suite, Zoom, and Slack
● Strategic thinker and ability to analyze and solve problems quickly
● Ability to work well with others and work independently as well
● Knowledge of money math and numbers
● Must be self-motivated, flexible and able to manage several jobs at one time
● Willingness to learn new things and the capacity to adapt to new situations
● Passion for mission-driven work, the food and beverage industry and projects that support

small business owners and underserved communities

Benefits:

● Remote, flexible work schedule
● Travel & mileage covered (10-15% of total time)
● Health & wellness, technology monthly stipend



Compensation:
Compensation is commensurate with education and experience. A monthly health & wellness
stipend is provided in addition to a technology stipend. Travel will be required and mileage will be
reimbursed at the current GSA rate; other expenses will be reimbursed when documentation is
presented. A commission agreement and referral bonuses are a part of this position’s
compensation structure.

Interested in joining our team? Apply Here.

https://wkf.ms/3IqS5c0

